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Introduction
Given a single image of an every day object, a sculptor can recreate its 3D shape (i.e., produce a statue of the object), even if the particular object has never been seen before. Presumably, it is familiarity with the shapes of similar 3D objects (i.e., objects from the same class) and how they appear in images, which enables the artist to estimate its shape. This might not be the exact shape of the object, but it is often a good enough estimate for many purposes. Motivated by this example, we propose a novel framework for example based reconstruction of shapes from single images.
In general, the problem of 3D reconstruction from a single 2D image is ill posed, since different shapes may give rise to the same intensity patterns. To solve this, additional constraints are required. Here, we constrain the reconstruction process by assuming that similarly looking objects from the same class (e.g., faces, fish), have similar shapes. We maintain a set of 3D objects, selected as examples of a specific class. We use these objects to produce a database of images of the objects in the class (e.g., by standard rendering techniques), along with their respective depth maps. These provide examples of feasible mappings from intensities to shapes and are used to estimate the shapes of objects in query images.
Our input image often contains a novel object. It is therefore unlikely that the exact same image exists in our database. We therefore devise a method which utilizes the examples in the database to produce novel shapes. To this end we extract portions of the image (i.e., image patches) and seek similar intensity patterns in the example database. Matching database intensity patterns suggest possible reconstructions for different portions of the image. We merge these suggested reconstructions together, to produce a coherent shape estimate. Thus, novel shapes are produced by composing different parts of example objects. We show how this scheme can be cast as an optimization process, producing the likeliest reconstruction in a graphical model.
A major obstacle for example based approaches is the limited size of the example set. To faithfully represent a class, many example objects might be required to account for variability in posture, texture, etc. In addition, unless the viewing conditions are known in advance, we may need to store for each object, images obtained under many conditions. This can lead to impractical storage and time requirements. Moreover, as the database becomes larger so does the risk of false matches, leading to degraded reconstructions. We therefore propose a novel example update scheme. As better estimates for the depth are available, we generate better examples for the reconstruction on-the-fly. We are thus able to demonstrate reconstructions under unknown views of objects from rich object classes. In addition, to reduce the number of false matches we encourage the process to use example patches from corresponding semantic parts by adding location based constraints.
Unlike existing example based reconstruction methods, which are restricted to classes of highly similar shapes (e.g., faces [3] ) our method produces reconstructions of objects belonging to a variety of classes (e.g. hands, human figures).
We note that the data sets used in practice do not guarantee the presence of objects sufficiently similar to the query, for accurate reconstructions. Our goal is therefore to produce plausible depth estimates and not necessarily true depths. However, we show that the estimates we obtain are often convincing enough.
The method presented here allows for depth reconstruction under very general conditions and requires little, if any, calibration. Our chief requirement is the existence of a 3D object database, representing the object class. We believe this to be a reasonable requirement given the growing availability of such databases. We show depth from single image results for a variety of object classes, under a variety of imaging conditions. In addition, we demonstrate how our method can be extended to obtain plausible depth estimates of the back side of an imaged object.
Related work
Methods for single image reconstruction commonly use cues such as shading, silhouette shapes, texture, and vanishing points [5, 6, 12, 16, 28] . These methods restrict the allowable reconstructions by placing constraints on the properties of reconstructed objects (e.g., reflectance properties, viewing conditions, and symmetry). A few approaches explicitly use examples to guide the reconstruction process. One approach [14, 15] reconstructs outdoor scenes assuming they can be labelled as "ground," "sky," and "vertical" billboards. A second notable approach makes the assumption that all 3D objects in the class being modelled lie in a linear space spanned using a few basis objects (e.g., [2, 3, 7, 22] ). This approach is applicable to faces, but it is less clear how to extend it to more variable classes because it requires dense correspondences between surface points across examples. Here, we assume that the object viewed in the query image has similar looking counterparts in our example set. Semi-automatic tools are another approach to single image reconstruction [19, 29] . Our method, however, is automatic, requiring only a fixed number of numeric parameters.
We produce depth for a query image in a manner reminiscent of example-based texture synthesis methods [10, 25] . Later publications have suggested additional applications for these synthesis schemes [8, 9, 13] . We note in particular, the connection between our method, and Image Analogies [13] . Using their jargon, taking the pair A and A' to be the database image and depth, and B to be the query image, B', the synthesized result, would be the query's depth estimate. Their method, however, cannot be used to recover depth under an unknown viewing position, nor handle large data sets. The optimization method we use here is motivated by the method introduced by [26] for image and video hole-filling, and [18] for texture synthesis. In [18] this optimization method was shown to be compara- Figure 1 . Visualization of our process.
Step (i) finds for every query patch a similar patch in the database. Each patch provides depth estimates for the pixels it covers. Thus, overlapping patches provide several depth estimates for each pixel. We use these estimates in step (ii) to determine the depth for each pixel.
ble to the state of the art in texture synthesis.
Estimating depth from example mappings
Given a query image I of some object of a certain class, our goal is to estimate a depth map D for the object. To determine depth our process uses examples of feasible mappings from intensities to depths for the class. These mappings are given in a database
, where I i and D i respectively are the image and the depth map of an object from the class. For simplicity we assume first that all the images in the database contain objects viewed in the same viewing position as in the query image. We relax this requirement later in Sec. 3.2.
Our process attempts to associate a depth map D to the query image I, such that every patch of mappings in M = (I, D) will have a matching counterpart in S. We call such a depth map a plausible depth estimate. Our basic approach to obtaining such a depth is as follows (see also Fig. 1 ). At every location p in I we consider a k × k window around p. For each such window, we seek a matching window in the database with a similar intensity pattern in the least squares sense ( Fig. 1.(i) ). Once such a window is found we extract its corresponding k × k depths. We do this for all pixels in I, matching overlapping intensity patterns and obtaining k 2 best matching depth estimates for every pixel. The depth value at every p is then determined by taking an average of these k 2 estimates ( Fig. 1. (ii)). There are several reasons why this approach, on its own, is insufficient for reconstruction.
• The depth at each pixel is selected independently of its neighbors. This does not guarantee that patches in M will be consistent with those in the database. To obtain a depth which is consistent with both input image and depth examples we therefore require a strong global optimization procedure. We describe such a procedure in Sec. 3.1.
• Capturing the variability of posture and viewing angles of even a simple class of objects, with a fixed set of example mappings may be very difficult. We thus propose an online database update scheme in Sec. 3.2.
• Similar intensity patterns may originate from different semantic parts, with different depths, resulting in poor reconstructions. We propose to constrain patch selection by using relative position as an additional cue for matching (Sec. 3.3).
Global optimization scheme
We produce depth estimates by applying a global optimization scheme for iterative depth refinement. We take the depth produced as described in Fig. 1 as an initial guess for the object's depth, D, and refine it by iteratively repeating the following process until convergence. At every step we seek for every patch in M , a database patch similar in both intensity as well as depth, using D from the previous iteration for the comparison. Having found new matches, we compute a new depth estimate for each pixel by taking the Gaussian weighted mean of its k 2 estimates (as in Fig. 1.(ii) ). Note that this optimization scheme, is similar to the one presented for hole-filling by [26] , and texture synthesis in [18] . It can be shown that this process is in fact a hard-EM optimization [17] of the following global target function. Denote by W p a k × k window from the query M centered at p, containing both intensity values and (unknown) depth values, and denote by V a similar window in some M i ∈ S. Our target function can now be defined as
with the similarity measure Sim(W p , V ) being:
where Σ is a constant diagonal matrix, its components representing the individual variances of the intensity and depth components of patches in the class. These are provided by the user as weights (see also Sec. 5.1). To make this norm robust to illumination changes we normalize the intensities in each window to have zero mean and unit variance, similarly to the normalization often applied to patches in detection and recognition methods (e.g., [11] ). We present a proof sketch for these claims in the appendix. Note that consequently, this process is guaranteed to converge to a local maximum of P laus(D|I, S).
The optimization process is further modified as follows: Multi-scale processing. The optimization is performed in a multi-scale pyramid representation of M . This both speeds convergence and adds global information to the process. Starting at the coarsest scale, the process iterates until convergence of the depth component. Final coarse scale selections are then propagated to the next, finer scale (i.e., by multiplying the coordinates of the selected patches by 2), where intensities are then sampled from the finer scale example mappings. Fig. 3 demonstrates some intermediate depth estimates, from different scales. Approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) search. The most time consuming step in our algorithm is seeking a matching database window for every pixel in getSimilarP atches. We speed this search by using a sub-linear approximate nearest neighbor search [1] . This does not guarantee finding the most similar patches V , however, we have found the optimization robust to these approximations, and the speedup to be substantial.
Example update scheme
Patch examples are now regularly used in many applications, ranging from recognition to texture synthesis. The underlying assumption behind these methods is that class variability can be captured by a finite, often small, set of examples. This is often true, but when the class contains nonrigid objects, objects varying in texture, or when viewing conditions are allowed to change, this can become a problem. Adding more examples to allow for more variability (e.g. rotations of the input image in [8]), implies larger storage requirements, longer running times, and higher risk of false matches. In this work, we handle non-rigid objects (e.g. hands), objects which vary in texture (e.g. the fish) and can be viewed from any direction. Ideally, we would like our examples to be objects whose shape is similar to that of the object in the input image, viewed under similar conditions. This, however, implies a chicken-and-egg problem as reconstruction requires choosing similar objects for our database, but for this we first need a reconstruction.
We thus propose the idea of online example set update. Instead of committing to a fixed database at the onset of reconstruction, we propose updating the database on-the-fly during processing. We start with an initial seed database of examples. In subsequent iterations of our optimization we drop the least used examples M i from our database, replacing them with ones deemed better for the reconstruction. These are produced by on-the-fly rendering of more suitable 3D objects with better viewing conditions. In our experiments, we applied this idea to search for better example objects and better viewing angles. Other parameters such as lighting conditions can be similarly resolved. Note that this implies a potentially infinite example database (e.g. infinite views), where only a small relevant subset is used at any one time. We next describe the details of our implementation.
Searching for the best views. Fig. 4 demonstrates a reconstruction using images from a single incorrect viewing angle (Fig. 4.a) and four fixed widely spaced viewing angles (Fig. 4.b) . Both are inadequate. It stands to reason that mappings from viewing angles closer to the real one, will contribute more patches to the process than those further away. We thus adopt the following scheme. We start with a small number of pre-selected views, sparsely covering parts of the viewing sphere (the gray cameras in Fig. 4.c) . The seed database S is produced by taking the mappings M i of our objects, rendered from these views, and is used to obtain an initial depth estimate. In subsequent iterations, we reestimate our views by taking the mean of the currently used angles, weighted by the relative number of patches selected from each angle. We then drop from S mappings originating from the least used angle, and replace them with ones from the new view. If the new view is sufficiently close to one of the remaining angles, we instead increase the number of objects to maintain the size of S. Fig. 4 .c presents a result obtained with our angle update scheme.
Although methods exist which accurately estimate the viewing angle [20, 21] , we preferred embedding this esti- mation in our optimization. To understand why, consider non-rigid classes such as the human body where posture cannot be captured with only a few parameters. Our approach uses information from several viewing angles simultaneously, without pre-committing to any single view. Searching for the best objects. Although we have collected at least 50 objects in each database, we use no more than 12 objects at a time for the reconstruction, as it becomes increasingly difficult to handle larger sets. We select these as follows. Starting from a set of arbitrarily selected objects, at every update step we drop those leased referenced. We then scan the remainder of our objects for those who's depth, D i , best matches the current depth estimate
2 is smallest, D and D i center aligned) adding them to the database instead of those dropped. In practice, a fourth of our objects were replaced after the first iteration of every scale of our multi-scale process.
Preserving global structure
The scheme described in Sec. 3.1, makes an implicit stationarity assumption [25] : Put simply, the probability for the depth at any pixel, given those of its neighbors, is the same throughout the output image. This is generally untrue for structured objects, where depth often depends on position. For example, the probability of a pixel's depth being tip-of-the-nose high is different at different locations of a face. To overcome this problem, we suggest enforcing nonstationarity by adding additional constraints to the patch matching process. Specifically, we encourage selection of patches from similar semantic parts, by favoring patches which match not only in intensities and depth, but also in position relative to the centroid of the input depth. This is achieved by adding relative position values to each patch of mappings in both the database and the query image.
Let p = (x, y) be the (normalized) coordinates of a pixel in I, and let (x c , y c ) be the coordinates of the center of mass of the area occupied by non background depths in the current depth estimate D. We add the values (δx, δy) = (x − x c , y − y c ), to each patch W p and similar values to all database patches (i.e., by using the center of each depth image D i for (x c , y c ) ). These values now force the matching process to find patches similar in both mapping and global position. Fig. 5 demonstrates a reconstruction result with and without these constraints.
If the query object is segmented from the background, an initial estimate for the query's centroid can be obtained from the foreground pixels. Alternatively, this constraint can be applied only after an initial depth estimate has been computed (i.e., Sec. 3).
Backside reconstruction
We have found that our method can be easily extended to produce estimates for the shape of the occluded backside of objects. This is achieved by simply replacing our mappings database with a database containing mappings from front depth to a second depth layer, in this case the depth at the back. Having recovered the visible depth of an object (its depth map, D), we define the mapping from visible to occluded depth as M (p) = (D(p), D (p) ), where D is a second depth layer. We produce an example database of such mappings by taking the second depth layer of our 3D objects, thus getting
. Synthesizing D can now proceed similarly to the synthesis of the visible depth layers. We note that this idea is similar in spirit to the idea behind image completion schemes.
Implementation and results

Representing mappings
The mapping at each pixel in M , and similarly every M i , encodes both appearance and depth (See examples in Fig. 6 ). In practice, the appearance component of each pixel is its intensity and high frequency values, as encoded in the Gaussian and Laplacian pyramids of I [4] . We have found direct synthesis of depths to result in low frequency noise (e.g. "lumpy" surfaces). We thus estimate a Laplacian pyramid of the depth instead, producing the final depth by collapsing the depth estimates from all scales. In this fashion, low frequency depths are synthesized in the course scale of the pyramid and only sharpened at finer scales.
Different patch components, including relative positions, contribute different amounts of information in different classes, as reflected by their different variance. For example, faces are highly structured, thus, position plays an important role in their reconstruction. On the other hand, due to the variability of human postures, relative position is less reliable for that class. We therefore amplify different components of each W p for different classes, by weighting them differently. We use four weights, one for each of the two appearance components, one for depth, and one for relative position. These weights were set once for each object class, and changed only if the query was significantly different from the images in S.
Implementation
Our algorithm was implemented in MATLAB, except for the ANN code [1] , which was used as a stand alone executable. We experimented with the following data sets. Hand and body objects, produced by exporting built-in models from the Poser 6 software, the USF head database [24] , and a fish database [23] . Our objects are stored as textured 3D models. We can thus render them The uniform black shirt differed greatly from the ones worn by our database objects (see Fig. 6 ). No reliable matches could thus be found, resulting in a lumpy surface. Resulting surface presented from a zoomed-in view.
to produce example mappings using any standard rendering engine. Example mappings from the fish and human posture data-sets are displayed in Fig. 6 . We used 3D Studio Max for rendering. We preferred pre-rendering the images and depth maps instead of rendering different objects from different angles on-the-fly. Thus, we trade rendering times with disk access times and large storage. Note that this is an implementation decision; at any one time we load only a small number of images to memory. The angle update step (Sec. 3.2) therefore selects the existing pre-rendered angle closest to the mean angle.
Experiments
We found the algorithm to perform well on structured rigid objects, such as faces. However, hands, having little texture and varying greatly in shape, proved more difficult, requiring more parameter manipulations. In general the success of a reconstruction relies on the database used, the input image, and how the two match (some failed results are presented in Fig. 7) . Results are shown in Figures 5, 4, 8-11 . In addition, Fig. 8 and 9 present results for the backside of imaged objects (i.e., Sec. 4). The query objects were manually segmented from their background and then aligned with a single preselected database image to solve for scale and image-plane rotation differences.
Our running time was approximately 40 minutes for a 200 × 150 pixel image using 12 example images at any one time, on a Pentium 4, 2.8GHz computer with 2GB of RAM. For all our results we used three pyramid levels, with patch sizes taken to be 5 × 5 at the coarsest scale, 7 × 7 at the second level, and 9 × 9 for the finest scale.
Conclusions and future work
This paper presents a method for reconstructing depth from a single image by using example mappings from appearance to depth. We show that not only is the method applicable to many diverse object classes, and images ac- quired under a range of conditions, it can additionally be used for the novel task of estimating the depth of the back of the object in the image. We further address the problems of global structure preservation, handling large databases, and viewing angles estimation. We believe our method can be extended in many ways. First, the process itself can be improved to produce better results, consuming less time and memory. Second, we believe it will be interesting to examine if this approach can be extended to handle other vision related problems, in particular to combine segmentation with the reconstruction (e.g. by adding binary segmentations to the example mappings.) 
A. Plausibility as a likelihood function
We now sketch how P laus(D|I, S) of Eq. 1 can be derived as a likelihood function from a graphical model representation of our problem (Fig. 12) . In addition, we show that our optimization (Fig. 2) is a hard-EM variant, producing the local maximum of this likelihood. This derivation is similar to the one in [27] , presented here in the context of our scheme.
In Fig. 12 we represent the intensities of the query image I as observables and the matching database patches V and the sought depth values D as hidden variables. The joint probability of the observed and hidden variables can be formulated through the edge potentials by We approximate the sum with a maximum operator. Note that this is common practice for EM algorithms, often called hard-EM (e.g., [17] ). Since similarities can be computed independently, we can interchange the product and maximum operators, obtaining the following maximum log likelihood:
Sim(W p , V ) = P laus(D|I, S),
which is our cost function (1).
The function estimateDepth (Fig. 2 ) maximizes this measure by implementing a hard-EM optimization. The function getSimilarP atches performs a hard E-step by selecting the set of assignments V t+1 for time t + 1 which maximizes the posterior:
Here, D t is the depth estimate at time t. Due to the independence of patch similarities, this can be maximized by finding for each patch in M the most similar patch in the database, in the least squares sense.
The function updateDepths approximates the M-step by finding the most likely depth assignment at each pixel: 
